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CZK 34.5 mil.
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for FY ended December 2015
Number of employees: 8
Insurance:
minly related to company 		
TO business
Tour Operator's Responsibility Insurance
Insurance limits for compensation claims:
yy
yy
yy

health-related damages up to CZK 15.000.000 (equals to approx. £ 483,900) for each injury or casualty
for one insurance case
material damages up to CZK 1.000.000 (equals to approx. £ 32,260) for one insurance claim case
irrespective of the number of passengers who suffered a material damage
total insurance limit for all insurance cases (health and material damages) which may occur during one
insurance year is one double of the limits above

Featured by ITC Travel & Conference Prague

TO Insolvency Insurance:
yy

Insurance limits for compensation claims in case of insolvency up to CZK 2.000.000 (equals to approx.
£ 64,500).

Apart from our insurance coverage both our company and our vendors have their vehicles duly
insured in strict accordande with the requirements of the Czech law, related rules and regulations.

Your creative and reliable DMC
guiding you through the Destination

Even though the insurance agreements are largely related to our TO activities the existence of
these insurance contracts actually results in very close supervision of the insurer of the financial
stabilty and sound well-being of the company and its finances.

Represented in the UK by

Credibility of our representation companies abroad combined with our 19 years in the market and
over 26 years in the travel business is a guarantee of our stability and performance.

Destination Central Europe:
Prague and the Czech Republic
Vítejte v České republice!
Welcome to the Czech Republic!
Czech Republic is a 10 million population landlocked country nested in the heart of Europe
with rich historic and industrial background,
charming natural sceneries, comprehensive flight
connections to major European destinations and
easy driving distance to Germany, Poland, Austria,
Slovakia and Hungary. Thanks to its location in the
heart of Europe and on the crossroads from North
to South and from East to West it has always served
as the logical bridge between different nations in
Europe and their cultures.

Greek Orthodox Church in Karlovy Vary
Statue of a Turk on the Charles Bridge
Minaret in Lednice
Swedes during 30 years´war in South Moravia

Entrance to the Czech Republic
The Czech Republic is a member of the European Union and the Schengen area.
Citizens of EU countries, Iceland, Norway, Liechtenstein and Switzerland may travel to
the Czech Republic with a valid passport or ID card and stay temporarily (up to 90 days)
without any special permit.
Subjects of the countries with visa-free relations require a valid passport.
Citizens of other countries may need to additionally apply for visas at the Consulates of the
Czech Republic in their home country.

Praha (Prague) - the capital of the Czech
Republic, is rightly regarded as one of the most
beautiful towns in Europe. The styles of all
historical periods as revealed in the architecture
are proof of its rich and famous history.
The very setting of Prague adds to its unique
style: the town grew up in the basin of the longest
Bohemian river, the Vltava, and gradually came to
cover the surrounding slopes and plateaus. A walk
through the narrow streets of the historic center,
along the embankments, across the bridges and
in the lively pedestrian zone offers ever new views
and impressions.
Prague has 1,217 million inhabitants, 12 per cent
of the entire republic, the largest population of
all the towns in the Czech Republic. On its area
of 497 sq. km., the density of population is 2,449
persons per sq. km. It serves as the political,
commercial, administrative and cultural center
of the country and the seat of the President, the
Czech Government, Parliament and the Senate.
Prague is the center of banking, the seat of the
major corporations, the main road, rail and air
transport junction of the country.

Who we are and what we do?
Why Prague . . . ?
¾¾ Central location in the heart of Europe, UNESCO heritage town with compact easily
walkable historic city centre
¾¾ Up to 2-2,5 hrs´ flight distance from most European cities, easy driving and train
connection from neighbouring countries, location ideal for a variety of pre- and postevent tours (e.g. Regensburg, Vienna, Cracow, Budapest). You can do Dresden easily as
a one day tour from Prague with only 2 hours´ transfer each way.
¾¾ Destination abundant with history and culture
¾¾ Safe, liberal and tourist-friendly destination
¾¾ Well performing economy, stable currency, overall social consensus, skilled, open
minded and service oriented staff
¾¾ Excellent value
¾¾ Modern and efficient tourist infrastructure: modern airport and train stations, hotels,
sights, restaurants, attractive historic and modern off-site function locations
¾¾ A choice of state-of-the-art hotels both business and conference type as well as small
and charming of 4* and 5* calibre
¾¾ A dedicated DMC ready to work tirelessly for the success of the event

When is best to travel?
Peak tourist seasons are typically months with
nice, mild and stable weather: Easter Holidays
to end of June and September - October. But
even winter in our place has a special charm.

The company was established in early 1997 as an owner-managed enterprise
by a group of dedicated meeting professionals and incentive organizers with
extensive experience in the travel industry. Currently, there are eight project
managers taking care of your requests using their knowledge and expertise
to find the best option for your events.
Languages spoken are Czech, Slovak, Russian, Polish, German, Spanish, English.
We allow a mere 24 hours to respond to your enquiries.
Over the years of working together, ITC Travel & Conference Team has created
a reliable conference and incentive partner in the Czech Republic.
Quality control is our main objective. Every effort is made to deliver top quality
service to meet the requirements of the most demanding clients.

Our core business targets:
yy Incoming Services
Meetings and incentives
Events
Group and business travel

yy Outbound Services
Meetings and incentives
Product launches and events
Group and business travel

yy Event management for local accounts
yy Conference management for local corporate clients
and associations

The Prague Team
At Your Service

The team stays in almost the same
set-up since 1997 when the company
was established and yet most of our working
family have been working together since
early 1990´s. This is what it is when
work turns into pleasure…
Daniel

Jana

Katarina

Jana

Lucie

Jitka

Radka

ITC Events a la Carte

Top inviting cities just across the border…

Dresden (2 hrs)

Zittau (2 hrs)

Narrow Gauge Railway
Clock Museum

Linz (3.5 hrs)

Bavarian Forest: Tracks in The Tree Tops (3 hrs)

www.itctravel.cz

Our professional, knowledgeable and dedicated
tour guides are part of our business success.

Regensburg (4 hrs)

Moritzburg (2.5 hrs)

